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ABSTRACT 
Let S(I(2,2) be the special unitary group of index (2,2). In this paper, two explicit linear partial 
differential equations are obtained: one from the Casimir operator and the other from the Schmid 
operator by taking their radial parts. Whittaker functions belonging to an irreducible principal 
series representation of SU(2,2) satisfy the system of differential equations and furthermore this 
system becomes holonomic when the dimension of a minimal K-type of the representation is one or 
two. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A Whittaker model belonging to the principal series is a realization of the 
principal series representation in an induced representation related to a max- 
imal unipotent subgroup. Its element is called a Whittaker function of principal 
series. The understanding of Whittaker functions greatly helps us to study 
automorphic L-functions. In [6], Shalika proved the multiplicity-one theorem 
for archimedean field and established the existence of a global Whittaker 
model for the general linear group of degree n, which helped us to study the 
L-functions associated to the automorphic cusp forms. Though Whittaker 
models in general is not in existence, Kostant and Vogan showed that the 
largeness of the representation is equivalent to the existence of the Whittaker 
model when the group is real semisimple and quasi-split ([3,8]). Accordingly, in 
this paper, we deal principal series representations of SU(2,2), the special 
unitary group of signature (2,2), and obtain the differential equations for the 
Whittaker functions. 
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A remarkable method of getting differential equations for Whittaker func- 
tions is the usage of the Schmid operator. For the discrete series representations 
of SU(2,2), Yamashita succeeded in the calculation of the differential equa- 
tions using this method and thus in the realization of the discrete series ([9]). 
For the symplectic group Sp(2; R), Oda obtained the differential equations also 
using a similar method, and further found an integral expression of Whittaker 
functions of the large discrete series ([5]). These differential equations for both 
groups SU(2,2) and Sp(2; R) are quite similar, which could be explained by the 
coincidence of the restricted root systems. In [4], on the other hand, Miyazaki 
and Oda obtained explicit formulae for the radial part of the principal series 
Whittaker functions of Sp(2; W). Thus, by the same reason, we can expect sim- 
ilar formulae for the principal series Whittaker functions on SU(2,2). 
Here is a more precise description of the main results of this paper. Let n be 
an irreducible principal series representation of G = SU(2,2) induced from a 
character of a minimal parabolic subgroup P of G. Let n be a unitary character 
of a unipotent radical N of P. The space of intertwining operators 
is called the space of the (algebraic) Whittaker vectors defined by the repre- 
sentation r, where K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let (T, VT) be an 
irreducible representation of K and assume that the contragredient represen- 
tation (7 *, v,‘) of ‘T appears in rr 1~ with multiplicity one; in this case r * is called 
a K-type of ?r. We fix an injection lr8 o f I$* to H,“. Then, by irreducibility of 7r, 
the mapping L,* gives rise to a natural injection 
Honyg,K)(H:, cy(N\G)) + HomK(V,*, CqM(N\G)). 
Given an element 4 in HomK( v, CF (N\G)), we define the &valued function 
47 E C$N\GIK) (§4.1) by 
d(v*)(g) = (u*,&(g)), (u* E I’*, g E G). 
Here (, ) is the pairing of I$* and P’,. Thus, given a Whittaker vector Qlr, we get 
the function QT, T called the Whittaker function of K with K-type T*. 
We next derive the differential equations for Whittaker functions by 
utilizing the Schmid operator V, which is a mapping from CqyT(N\G/K) to 
C” ,,roAd(N\GIK) (§6). Let (r’, I’+) b e an irreducible representation of K that 
appears in 7 @ Ad as an irreducible constituent and P’ the projector to I+. By 
composition, we get a shift operator from CqTT(iV\G/K) to C,““,,(N\G/K). For 
any v’* E V,Y, we have 
(VI*, P’ 0 V@,,(g)) = ( const.N%(+/)*(u’*))(g), (g E G) 
where L(+). is an injection of V,?. In other words, the shift operator maps a 
Whittaker function with K-type T* to a Whittaker function with K-type (T’)*. 
Since we can find a series of representations tarting from r* and coming back 
again to T* itself by iteration of the shift operators, we can construct a differ- 
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ential operator on C,OO,(N\G/K). Its radial part defines a differential equation 
for @r,T. As we will see in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, the differential equations ob- 
tained in this way are less complicated than the ones obtained by the generators 
of the center of the universal enveloping algebra Z(gc). Furthermore, the sys- 
tem derived becomes holonomic when the dimension of K-type is either one or 
two. In both cases, the Whittaker functions can be characterized by the two 
operators: one is the Casimir operator and the other is a shift operator ($6). 
The contents of this paper are as follows. 
In 92, we fix several notations for SU(2,2) and its Lie algebra. In 63, we recall 
the basic facts on the K-types of the principal series representations of G. Giv- 
ing the definition of principal series representations of G, we review the para- 
metrization of the irreducible representations of K and fix the standard bases in 
these representation spaces. We calculate the multiplicity of K-types and spe- 
cify the standard basis as functions on K in the representation space of the 
principal series representation. In terms of these explicit realizations, we com- 
pute the eigenvalues of shift operators. In $4, recalling the definition of Whit- 
taker vectors and Whittaker functions, we state the main results (Theorems 4.2 
and 4.3). Proofs are given in 87. In $5, we calculate the radial part of the Casimir 
operator; the radial part gives directly one of the differential equations in the 
main theorems. In $6, we introduce the Schmid operator and construct shift 
operators between two K-types. We also calculate their radial parts when the 
dimension of K-type is one or two. The other differential operator in the main 
theorems is obtained by composing these operators. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF SCJ(2.2) AND ITS LIE ALGEBRA 
In this section, we fix several notations for the group SU(2,2), its subgroups 
and the corresponding Lie algebras. 
2.1. SU(2,2) and its Lie algebra 
Let G be the special unitary group of signature (2,2) defined by 
G = SU(2,2) = {g E X,4(@) 1 ‘El232 g = 12,2} 
where 12.2 = diag(l, 1, -1, -1). We denote by ‘g, g, and 12, the transpose of the 
matrix g, the complex conjugation of g and the identity matrix of size two, re- 
spectively. This group G is semisimple, of hermitian type and of real rank two. 
A maximal compact subgroup K of G is given by the following: 
K = S(U(2) x U(2)) = u,z, E U(2), det(u)det(v) = 1 
Hereafter we use the convention that blank entries in matrices are zero. Note 
that G/K is a hermitian upper-half plane. 
The Lie algebra g of G is expressed as follows: 
9= {x= ($, “x:2)1 ‘Xi = -Xj (i = 1,2), Xi2 E A42(@), tr(Xi + XI) = 0 
1 
_ 
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It is of real dimension 15. We write its complexification by gc = 614(C). 
The Lie algebra of K is: 
Ii= {x= (” x2)1 ‘X,=-Xi (i= 1,2), trX=O I , 
We set 
P={X= (rx,2 qx,*EM2(@)}. 
Then we have a Cartan decomposition: g = l! + p. We also denote the com- 
plexification off and p by fo and PC whose dimensions are 7 and 8, respectively. 
Next we describe a restricted root system of g. Put 
HI= (+) H2= (43 
We fix a maximal abelian subalgebra contained in p, a = {HI, H2}w. The Lie 
group A = exp(a) is the identity component of a maximal R-split torus in G. We 
identify A with [wtO by, 
A = {a = (a!,~) = (es,er) = exp(sHI + tHz) Is, t E R}. 
Choose a basis {Xi, AZ} of the dual space a* of n such that Xi(Hj) = 5,. Then we 
can describe the restricted root system of g associated to a as 
A = A(g, a) = {fX, f X2,12X1,12&}. 
It is of type Cz. We take a positive root system A+ = {Xl i X*,2X,, 2X2}, and a 
fundamental root system Afund = {Xl - X2,2X2}. We set, 
Hi2 = diag(fl, -fl,O,O), H34 = diag(O, 0, a, -a), 
Also fix a basis of fc: 
(1) A’= (f+-),h2= (+).e:= (+),ei= (#),h,2, 
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where h = ( ’ _I ), e+ = (o ’ ), e- = ( 1 ‘) are 2 x 2 matrices. Using this no- 
tation, one has g = c(a) + xx, d gx where 
c(a) = the centralizer of a = {HI, Hz, H12 + HJ~}~, 
sx, = {EI)R, g2x2 = {E2h7 gxl+xz = {E3,E4h, 
gx,-x2 = {k&h, g-p =tgp = {'XlXE gp}. 
The Weyl group W with respect to (g, a) is the semi-direct product of the sym- 
metric group of degree 2 and two copies of z/22, thus its order is 8. 
2.2. A minimal parabolic subgroup 
Next we consider a minimal parabolic subgroup P of G with Langlands de- 
composition P = MAN. The split component A is already defined. 
Let n be the subalgebra defined by n = xx E d+ gx. This is two-step nilpotent, 
that is, [n, n] is the center of n. We also find that n is 6-dimensional. The Lie 
group N = exp(n) is the unipotent radical of P and a maximal unipotent sub- 
group of G; 
where, 
By definition, a Levi subgroup A4 of P is, A4 = { [eae] y j 10 E R, j = f 1) 
with, 
(2) 
y = diag(1, -1, 1, -1) E G, 
IO = diag(1, -1, 1, -1) E go, 
We denote by m the Lie algebra of M. 
2.3. Iwasawa decomposition of root vectors 
Let Xjj = (6~ cjjq}pq and Hii = -(Xii - Xjj). Put, 
(3) p+ = {Xij 1 i = 1,2, j = 3,4},, p-={X~jIi=3,4,j=1,2},. 
Then the Lie algebra gc is decomposed as gc = p+ + fC + p_ = nc + ac + fc:. 
Thus we obtain the following formulae by direct calculation. 
X13 =+(J-IEI +Hl +;(I,,, +h’ 41~)) 
= +(J--rEl + HI - flH13), 
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x14 = 1 (-E3 + Es + J-I(E4 - E6) - 2e:), 
x23 = i (E3 + Es + J-I(E4 + Es) + 2el), 
X24=;(d=2+H2+;(Z2,2-h1 +h2)) 
= i (GE2 + H2 - JTH24), 
x31 =;(-J-1E, +H1 -;(Z2,2+h’ 44) 
= ;(-flE, + HI + J-IH13), 
x32 = i (E3 + E5 - a(E4 + &) - 2e:), 
x41 = ; (-E3 + E5 - J-I(E4 - E6) + 2$), 
x42 = ;(-J-IE2 + H2 - ;(Z2,2 -/I’ + h2)) 
= i (-J-IE2 + H2 + dTH24). 
3. PRINCIPAL SERIES REPRESENTATIONS AND THEIR K-TYPES 
In this section, we recall the definition of the principal series representations of 
G and the parametrization of the irreducible representations of K. In addition, 
we determine the multiplicity of a K-type in a given principal series represen- 
tation and realize K-types in the representation space by using their matrix 
coefficients. We fix notation for infinitesimal representations of f and the con- 
tragredient representations. The tensor products between K-types and the ad- 
joint representation are also given here, to define the Schmid operator mainly. 
Furthermore, we construct certain operators in U(gc) and M2( U(QC)) closely 
related to the shift operators considered in 56. 
3.1. Principal series representations 
We review the definition of the principal series representations of G. We begin 
by constructing characters of the minimal parabolic subgroup P = MAN. Let n 
be an integer and let E be a character of the group {f 1 }, which we also identify 
with an element of {f 1 }. Define the unitary character of M as follows: 
Denoting by p = 3x1 + XI, we define a (not necessarily unitary) character ep+P 
ofAby 
eAl+p(a) = e(l~+P)(kZu) 
for p E a& We extend it to a character of AN so that the restriction to N is 
trivial. We get an admissible character of P by tensoring these characters. 
Now we define an induced representation of G. Let H,” be the space of con- 
tinuous functions on G satisfying the equation, 
f(pg) = ckr @ e“+%)f(g) 
for p E P and g E G. This space is a pre-Hilbert space endowed with the inner 
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product (&,&) = J, &(k)r#~(k) dk. Then x = indz(cn,, 8 el-1+P) acts on H,” 
by right translation: 
r(g)+(x) = $(xg), (g,x E G, 4 E H,o). 
We remark that 7~ is unitary if and only if p is purely imaginary. We also denote 
the K-finite vectors by II,“. 
3.2. Parametrization of irreducible unitary representations of K 
Firstly, we review the parametrization of the finite-dimensional irreducible 
representations of S&(C). Let {J ,f~} b e a standard basis of the 2-dimen- 
sional vector space V = VI. Then S&(C) acts on V by matrix multiplication. 
We denote the symmetric tensor space by Vd = Sd( V) regarded as a (d + l)- 
dimensional vector space with the basis { fid) IO < p < d}, where f:’ = 
fi’* @~z@O(dPp) (symmetric tensor). Here Vo = C. We consider vd as an SLl(C)- 
module by: 
It is well known that all the finite-dimensional irreducible (polynomial) repre- 
sentations of S&(C) can be obtained in this way. By Weyl’s unitary trick, all 
irreducible unitary representations of SU(2) are obtained by restriction. The 
irreducible representations of SU(2) x SU(2) x Cc’) are obtained by tensoring 
irreducible representations of the simple components. 
Let Vr,Y = V, 8 V, and choose the standard basis of V,, as 
{~lr”‘=f,“‘~rd”‘~o~p~r’o~q~s}. 
Note that dime V,, = (r + l)(s + 1). Define 
(4) 7[,? s; u] (81 > g2; e ne) = sym’(gr ) @ sym’(g2) CZ eflue 
Then {(+;.I, KY) / Y, s E Z, 0, u E Z} gives a complete system of representa- 
tives of the unitary dual of SU(2) x SU(2) x C(r). 
Let us consider the representations of K. The group SU(2) x SU(2) x C=(r) 
can be regarded as a covering of K by the map pr: 
pr(gl,g2;eJ-le) = ( e-g, ) e-aeg2 . 
Since the kernel of pr is {f(lz, 12; l)}, th is is actually a two-fold cover. The 
representation T[,,,; uj induces a representation of K if and only if the restriction 
of qr. s: u] to ker( pr) is trivial, hence we can state the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. k = {~j~,,+ 1 r,sEZ~o,uE~,r+s+uE2~}. 
3.3. The multiplicity of K-types 
For the principal series representation x of G, the restriction of 7r to K decom- 
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poses into the Hilbert space sum of irreducible representations of K with finite 
multiplicities: 
- 
7rIK = @ [7+ : 717. 
TEW 
Here [r 1~ : T] is the multiplicity of r in rr IK. If [7r IK : r] # 0, we call r a K-type 
of r. The multiplicity is given by Frobenius reciprocity: (see [l, Theorem 1.141). 
Lemma3.2. Let~=ind,G(a,,,~~~“+P)and7ER.Then[~IK:~]=[7I~::a,,,]. 
We proceed to calculate the multiplicity. Let rd = r[,,,;.] with d = [r, s; u] and let 
the representation space be vd = V,,, given as, 
vd= @ CfY 
O<p<r,Olq<s PQ 
This can be regarded as a direct sum of l-dimensional M-submodules Cj$‘. 
Lemma 3.3. We have, 
(5) T&)f,;) = J-1 
(r-++2q-s+u) (d) 
f P4 ’ 
(6) 7d( [ea8])jp(qd) = e 
vq2p-r+2q-s)B$$, 
Proof. We see that, by definition, 
pr(diag(-a, a), diag(fl, -a); J-1) = y, 
pr(diag(efle, eeflO), diag(efle, Cae). 1) = [eaO]. , 
Thus, from the values of 7-d at y and [e ae], we obtain the lemma. •i 
Here is a multiplicity formula. 
Proposition 3.4. Let r = indF(o,,., @ ep+P) and let ?-d be an irreducible repre- 
sentation of K with parameter d = [r, s; u]. Assume that, 
(7) r + s L InI and -2s+u=n+l -t(-l)(mod4). 
Then, 
(8) [n IK : Td] = 4{2(r f s) - Ir - $1 - InI - IIr - sj - InIl} + 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, it is enough to calculate the multiplicity [Td 1~ : an,J. 
First, [r,! lM : a,,J is equal to the number of indices (p, q) which satisfy 
&j(m)j$) = “(m)f,‘,d’ (m E 
By comparing Equation (5) in Lemma 
(9) 
~(r-2P+2q-.Y+u) = f(_l), 
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Ml. 
3.3 with the definition of a(r), we get, 
or equivalently, 
(10) r-2p+2q-s+uz 1 -e(-l)(mod4). 
Similarly, from Equation (6) and the value of C( [ef18]), we have, 
(11) 2p-r+2q-s=n. 
Adding Equations (10) and (ll), we get the necessary condition for the multi- 
plicity to be positive. This is exactly the assumption (7) in the statement. Now, 
to determine the multiplicity, we count the indices (p, q) satisfying (11). 
Assume r2 s. Then (see Fig. I), 
\ 
-P 
“I \ re I- 
2p+2q=r+s+n 2 
Figure 1. 
(i) Ifn > Oand2rs r+s+n, then, 
Cp,4)= (~-~+~,~);(~-~+n+l,~-l) )..‘, (j,-r+;+n) 
satisfy (ll), thus the number of (p, 4)‘s is (r + s - n)/2 + 1. 
(ii) If 2s < r + s + n < 2r, then, 
(p,q) = (‘-“2’“.s), (r-;+n+ l,s- l),.... (r+;+n,o) 
satisfy (1 l), thus the number of (p, 4)‘s is s + 1. 
(iii) If n < 0 and r + s + n < 2s, then, 
(P,4) = (O,r+;+n),(l,r+;+n- 1) )..., (r+;+n,o) 
satisfy (II), thus the number of (p, 4)‘s is (r + s + n)/2 + 1. 
In conclusion, the number of (p, 4)‘s satisfying (11) is 
min s+ 1, r+s-14+l . 
2 I 
Similarly, in the case r < s, we get the formula: 
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min 
{ 
r+ l,‘+l-‘n’+ 1). 
Thus, the multiplicity of rd in ?T 1~ equals 
min s+l,r+l, 1 r+s-l4+1 2 1? 
which coincides with the right-hand side of (8) in the proposition. q 
3.4. K-isotypic components of the principal series representations 
Let 7r = indF(a,., @ efi+P) and let (rd, I/d) (d = [ r, s; u]) be an irreducible repre- 
sentation of K which occurs in 7r 1~ = indg(a,,, @ efi+P) 1~. By definition, the 
rd-isotypic component HX(Td) is isomorphic to a [7r 1~ : Td]-tupk direct sum of 
rd. In this subsection we describe its basis by using matrix coefficients of 7d. 
To begin with, define the functions ajiiirn on K by the following rule: 
If we rewrite the equation: 
in terms of matrix coefficients, we get, 
for all x, y E K. We also remark that 
(13) #l,(l4) = &?ii?J. 
Define the action of K on these matrix coefficients by 
&#& = #,#) (k E K). 
We also define the K-module generated by aj:L as IVES’ = {&cz,!$~ 1 k E K},. 
By Equation (12) with k E K in place of x, we see that 
IQ:’ c $ a=+~,& L’(K)). 
P~!J 
We can easily check that the vector u,!:!~ has the same properties as of the 
highest weight vector Jk”‘. So we have, ’ 
Lemma 3.5. For an)? 0 5 1 < r, 0 < m 5 s, W[,f’ is K-isomorphic to vd. 
Let fl= a,,, E A?, and put 
(14) L:(K) = (4 E L’(K) ( 4(mk) = a(m)d(k) for all m E M, a.e. k E K}. 
Through the restriction, the induced representation 7r = indF(a,, t B efi +“) can 
be realized on L:(K) by right translation. 
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Lemma3.6. Assumer+s> Injandu~2s+n+l-E(-l)(mod4).Then, 
Hr(Td) = @ @?;:+s+n),z)-r~ 
I 
where I runs over integers satisfying, 
I 
(r - s + n)/2 5 I 5 r, if n > 0, 2max(r,s) 5 r+s+n, 
(15) 
(r-s+n)/2Ll<(r+s+n)/2, if 2sIr+s+n<2r, 
O<lsr, if 2rIr+s+n<2s, 
0 I I i (r + s + n)/2, if n<0,2min(r,s)>r+s+n. 
Proof. The element aCd) p4, [,,, belongs to L:(K) if and only if, 
#&x) = a(k) #‘,,(x) 
for any k E M. By Lemma 3.3 and Equation (12), we get 
Therefore as shown in Proposition 3.4, we see that the sum of the 
&d) ,, (Cr+s+nj,2J _ ,‘s satisfying (15) is contained in the rd-isotypic component of 7r. 
They exhaust Hx(rd) Since its dimension iS [n 1~ : Td] dim vd. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let u = on,c E II? and assume that r + s = InI and -2s + u c 
n + 1 - ~(-1) (mod 4). Then the map defined by 
{ 
f P4 H adf.!S (0 < p < r, 0 5 q < s), if 12 2 0, 
f P4 ++ aji,‘00 (0 < p < r, 0 i q < s), if n < 0 
is up to a multiple the unique K-injection into L;(K) rv H,. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, we have [r 1~ : Td] = 1 in this case, therefore there is 
a unique 1 such that ?,($I., + nI,2j _ , = H&-d). Lemma 3.6 tells for which 1 this is 
valid. q 
3.5. Infinitesimal representations of K 
In this subsection, we collect explicit formulae for the action of standard gen- 
erators of PC. These will be frequently used later, especially in the calculation of 
shift operators. 
Let (r~~,,~.~), KY) be a representation of K. By definition (cf. (4)), 
%uI(( y1 yl>) =dsym’(Yl)@id~,+id~@dsymS(Y2) (Yl,Y2~612(@)), 
7[,,,;U~(42) = uid~,,. 
Using the basis of fCc defined by (1) in $2.1, we have, 
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Lemma 3.8. Let 7 = T[~,$; Us and_&, = f$‘. Then, 
r(h’)fkt = (2k - r)fkt, T(h2)fkt = (21 - s)fkt, 
(16) 
+:)fkl = (r - k)fk+ 1,/r +:)hl = (s - l&l+ 1, 
+!)fkr = kfk- I,[, T(e!)fkl = lfk,/-I, 
+2,2).h = did. 
3.6. Contragredient representations of K 
Let (TJ, Vi) be the contragredient representation of (Ed, Vd). Then, using the 
action of h’, h 2 and Z2,2, we know that f$ is a highest weight vector with highest 
weight [r, s; -u]. Therefore T* is isomorphic to r~[,,,; +I; an isomorphism is in- 
duced by fO; H frS ([r’S’ -‘I). Summing up, 
Proposition 3.9. The contragredient representation T* of r[r,s;u] is isomorphic to 
Al,,,; +I. More precisely, let fk; be the dual basis offLp”‘“]), i.e., ( fk;,.f;,“““‘“l’) = 
bkib[j. Then the correspondence between the bases, 
determines the unique isomorphism up to a constant multiple. 
3.7. Adjoint representation of K 
In this subsection, we consider the adjoint representation of K restricted to pC. 
Write simply Ad = Ad,,. Since both p+ and p_ are K-invariant subspaces, 
Ad,, decomposes into two representations Ad+ = Ad,+ and Ad- = Ad,_. 
Proposition 3.10 ([9, $4.21). The representation Ad+ (resp. Ad_) is irreducible 
and equivalent to I-[I, I;21 (resp. T[~, ,; -2)) and the K-isomorphism is given by 
(17) 
L+ : (x23,xl3,x24,xl4) - (rdd":f,b"', -fd,"',-f,i"'), 
(rev. L- : (X41,X31rX427X32) - (fddl’;f~~“~-f~~“,-f~l]l’))~ 
We again begin with the case of SL2(@). If we take an SL2(@)-module V,, it has 
a decomposition V, 6~ Vi N V,+ 1 $ V,_ 1 as SL2(@)-module (cf. [9, Lemma 4.11). 
Let P,’ be the projectors from V, $31 Vi to V,, 1 defined by: 
(18) 
i 
P+(f (I) @fi(l)) = f,$T” 
p:-(& @f/l’) = 0, 
Pf(f,“), @f,(l) -f k) @ fo”‘) = () 7 r 
pr-(fr!)l @f/l) -& LB’fo(l)) = (l+ 1)&i’. 
These conditions determine P,’ uniquely because they give the action on the 
highest weight vectors. We have, 
Lemma 3.11. Let 0 < j 5 r and e = 0,l. Then, 
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Proof. The K-equivariance of the projectors gives correspondences of other 
weight vectors. First, considering the weights of each vectors, we can put, for 
e = 0, 1, 
(20) &?(f;(‘) @L(l)) = c$~.;:‘), p;($r) @‘fe(l)) = #“$“;:‘P 
where a(e) and ,LI.@’ are constants. Equations (18) imply that a!‘) = 1, 
CI (l) = ,$‘j, p,“) 20 and p!!), - /$(” = r-l Y + 1. By applying e+ or e- on both 
sides of (20), we have, 
(r-j)Q!l) = (Y+ 1 -(j+ l))CP 
J+l 
(r -j)a$ + cp = (I + 1 -i,$, 
jp!” +?!” + p!O’ 
J J1 I’ 
j/J!“’ zz (j - 1) p!O’ 
J 1 J ’ 
These equations imply that ojl’ = olj!) = 1, @:I’ = Y -j and /3:’ = -j for 
all j. [7 
We see that V,, @ p+ decomposes into four irreducible [f, f]-submodules 
V rf I.si 1 by the argument above. We define the projectors 
P(‘l,f2) = Pf’ @ PE2 : v,, @ p+ - I/r+c, s+q, 
p~l.c~) = P” @J P:z : v,, @ p_ + V;+C,.S+c2) rs r s 
where E,, ~2 are in {+, -}. Here x + cj means x + 1 if ej is + and x - 1 if cj is -. 
Lemma 3.12. Put p(Cll’2) = P,!~l,cz) andP(‘i,‘2) = ~~~l,Q). Then we have, 
(21) 
f-+-)(hl @X13) = -P’-s-)(fk[ cs X4*) = (k - I)Zfk,[_,, 
f+-bid @ X24) = -P’px-)(fkl @X3l) = k(s - f)fk_],[, 
p’-‘-)(fkl @x23) = p(-‘-)(fi,@x41) = k/j&l,/-,, 
f+-)(fkl @X14) = pi-’ -‘(fkl ‘8 x32) = (k - ?)(s - I)&/, 
P(+'-)(fj[ @ X13) = - p(+‘-)(h,@‘42) = (-l)fk+l,l-,, 
P(+'-)(fk, @I X24) = - P”,-)(h @ X31) = (1 - +h, 
PC+’ -) (fkl @ x23) = ~“%k, 69.41) = (-Z)fk,l-1, 
p(+,-)(fkl@ X14) = p’+‘-‘(hl @x32) = (I - S)ji+,,[, 
P(-3+)(fj[ 63 X13) = - p(p’+bid @ x42) = (r - k)fk/, 
P(-‘+)(hl @x24) = -f++)(fkl @x31) = kfk-l-l+,, 
p(-‘+)(fkl @ x23) = +‘+)(fkj ‘8 x4,) = (-k)fk- 1.1, 
, p(-‘+f(fk, @ x14) = ++)(f,, 8 x32) = (k - Y)&[+,. 
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Proof. By Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 3.11, we readily get these equations. q 
3.8. An operator between one-dimensional K-types 
From now on, we consider the principal series representation 7r = 
indF(a,,, @ ep+P) as a (U(g,:),K)-module and identify H,” with L2,(K)K 
through restriction (cf. (14)). We will construct certain elements Y of degree 2 
in U(gc) such that 7r( Y) maps each l-dimensional K-types to another in rr IK. 
Put do = [O, 0; 241, d *tl = [l,l;uGzt] andd k2 = [O, 0; u f 41. Write 7j = rd, for 
simplicity. We assume n = 0 so that 7r = indF(q,, @ ep+P) contains l-dimen- 
sional K-types. Put 0 = qF and assume that u G 1 - t(-l), then [rr IK : ~~1 = 1, 
[rr 1,~ : T*I] = 2 and [7r IK : T*Z] = 1 (cf. Proposition 3.4). We also write a:’ := 
$!oo (cf. Corollary 3.7). Define 
go0 
(‘1 = X23 . &y, 
go0 - 
C-l) - _&, . a$) 
glo 
(‘) = Xl3 . Qg, 
g10 
(-‘I = _Xd2 . a$’ 
go1 
(‘1 = -x2‘$ . a:;), 
go1 
(-I) = x3, Qi;‘, 
g11 
(I) = -xl4 . a:;‘, 
g11 
(-I) = _.& . a;;). 
Proposition 3.13. The spacegenerated by gi.” (resp. g$-“) (0 2 i 5 1, 0 5 j 5 l), 
as a K-module, is isomorphic to 71 (resp. r-1). 
Proof. In fact, this space turns out to be isomorphic to (Ad+,n+) (resp. 
(Ad-,n-)) if we restrict to the commutator [PTI]. We thus get the result by 
Proposition 3.10. 0 
Lemma 3.14. We have, 
i 
g$)(l4) = g,‘:q 14) = 0, g&“( 14) = gl’;“( 14) = 0, 
(22) g1(;)(14) = ($4 + ~4 + 6)/4, g,j;%) = (2~1 - u +6)/d, 
g$)(b) = -(2p2 + u + 2)/4, gl’O”( 14) = --(2~2 - u + 2)/4. 
Proof. Using $2.3, 
&j:)(k) = i(E3 fE5 + J-I(& + I&) + 2et) .a$(k) ]k=i4. 
Note that X. a$(k) E 0 for any X E n. Thus we conclude that 
g$( 14) = 0. 
Similarly, we get gl(l)( 14) = 0. 
Next, considering the action of the center of I, we have, 
g1(;)(14) = $(J-1E, + HI +$(Zz,z + h’ - h2)) .a,$$) lkz14 
=#I +;Zz,2)43k)l~~ = (211, +u+6)/4. 
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Correspondingly, 
gd;)(l4) = -&(Hz +;I,,,) .a;;#) (u, = -(2/0 +u+2)/4. 
By using exactly the same method, we find the relations for the gj;“( 14). q 
Define 
(23) 
g(2) = x,4 .g$) +x13 -g$' - x24 'g/A' -x23 'g/t', 
gCP2) = X32 -g&" +X31 'g,, (-1) - x42 .go';" - x4, .gl';". 
We can check that the weight of g(*2) is d&z. Hence g(*2) generates a l-dimen- 
sional K-module isomorphic to rh2, respectively. 
Proposition 3.15. We have, 
Proof. We calculate the value at 14: 
gC2)(14) = -e: .g;;‘(b) +;(H, +;(Z2,2 + h’ - h2)) .g;;)(14) 
-~(Hz +;(I,.2 -h' + h2)) ‘g/:)(14) - el .gl(i)(14) 
= -gd;)(la)+&Q +3+f(u+2- 1 - 1))gi1)(14) 
- ; (CL2 + ; (u + 2 - 1 - l))g$( 14) - g;;‘( 14) 
= --(PI + U/2 + l)(p2 + u/2 + 1). 
Similarly, we get, 
g1-2Y14) = -(IQ - u/2 + 1)(/Q - U/2 + 1). 
Equation a,$?‘( 14) = 1 implies the proposition. q 
Remark 3.16. We know that [TT 1~ : T*,] = 2, that is, there are two independent 
K-injections of T*l into the induced representation L:(K) (cf. Lemma 3.6). Set, 
b1.1 : &F1’ - ajz\‘,, b1.2 :_$?" - ajz\\, 
311 :f$‘) H g$? 
By taking the value at 14 of the functions above, we get 
.?I = -$~2+u+2)~1.1 +a(2/0 +u+~)L,.z, 
J-I =$(2~, +u+~)L -1.1 -;(2~2+u+2)~_,.2. 
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3.9. An operator between two-dimensional K-types 
If there are two K-types of dimension 2 in T and if these are ‘close’, we can 
construct an element in Mz( U(gc)) which maps one to the other. 
Putd=do=[r,s;u],di,=[r+I,s-1;uf2]andd*Z=[r-l,s+l;uf2]. 
For rr=indF(a,,,@ep+Q) , assume that r+s= In], -2s+u =n+ I - ~(-1) (mod 4), 
then 70 is in 7r 1~ with multiplicity one. Throughout this subsection we assume 
that all rj appear in 7r 1~ (cf. Proposition 3.4). Then, the in’ection of rj into 
i- x 1~ is unique up to a scalar. Corollary 3.7 says that ap& (resp. aji!oo) 
(j=O,~l,f2)areinL~(K)ifn~O(resp.n<0). 
Define 
g (1) = g(‘) r+l,s-1 =X,3.a(“)+X,4.q!0,)_,, I.5 
g(2) = g”’ 
I l,s+l = x24 . a;;) - x14 . a,‘“‘, s) 
g(-l) = g(-l) 
r+l,s-1 = X42 . c$!f) - X32 . a,‘“,‘_ 1, 
g(-2) = g(12) 
I l,s+, =X3,.d0)fX32.a(0) rs I 1,s. 
Proposition 3.17. The K-module generated by the vector g(j) is isomorphic to Tj 
(j = fl, f2). 
Proof. Each vector g(j) has weight dj and is annihilated by ei and ef. q 
Define the other weight vectors as follows: 
gkl - “~-‘;~~‘(x,,~~~~~+,+~24~~~~~)+~(~13~~~,~,+1+~14~~~O),~~), 
gkl (2) = * (X,3 ap - x23 . a&J + & 
(0) 
(X24’ak+l,/-l 
(0) 
- x14 ’ $+, )I 
gkl - (‘~-r;~;‘(~31~~~~~-x,l~~~0,~+,)+~(X,2~.~,~,+l-~32~.:“~,,,), 
gkl (F2) = 3 (X42 . a:;) + X41 . a?+) ,,,) + & (x31 ‘&,_, +X32$_,). 
In other words, the giJ7 s are defined by the following recurrent relation: 
(24) 
1 1 
g$=k+lel.gfJl,i=l+l - , e2 .gFj+, . 
These imply that an isomorphism between {gt/} and VT, is given by g,$’ ++f$). 
Our main result in this subsection is: 
Proposition 3.18. Suppose that n 2 0 (resp. n < 0). Assume u E 2s + n + 1 - E(- 1) 
(mod 4). Write ofi) := ai;fiiS (resp. a$’ := c$‘~~). Then, 
(25) gw = 
2/16(~1)+2+r-~f~~~=:)~,, 
4 
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(26) g WI = 
2pqq + 2 - r + s f u 
4 
a (*2) 
r- I.Sfl’ 
where (6(1),6(-l)) = (1,2) (req. (6(1),6(-l)) = (2,l)). 
(i) Proof. It suffices to check the value of each g(i) (resp. g,, ) at l4 for j = f 1, f2 
in the case II L 0 (resp. n < 0). We assume that n 2 0 for clarity. Using $2.3, we 
have, 
g!jj,,,_,(14)=X13.a~~)(14)+~14.a~,~_l(14) 
=(~H1+a(Iz,2+h’-h~)).a1;0’(14)+(-e:).a~,~~~(14) 
= (& +3)+~(U+r-s))a?Y(l+Cz~?(14) 
= (2/L, + 2 + Y - s + U)/4. 
Here we also use the fact that a!:), a,!:_ 1 
’ 
are in the image of the K-type r[r,s:u~ 
and that urS(14) = 1 by (13). 
Accordingly, we can check the values: g,(2),,,+,(14), gJii,!s_,(14) and 
g,(I:),l+ 1 (ld), which give the proposition. q 
We now discuss the case when 70 is 2-dimensional; thus consider the special 
case, do = [0, 1; U] and d+i = [l, 0; u f 21. 
Corollary 3.19. Suppose that n = 1 (resp. n = - 1). Assume u s -n~(- 1) (mod 4). 
Write a# := aj$!S (resp. aj:bo). Then, we have, 
(28) 
x13 --X23 = (h(2) + u - 1) 
-x14 x24 4 
(30) 
x31 -x41 (bq2) - u + 1) 
-x32 x42 4 
where (6(1),6(2)) = (1,2) (resp.(S(l),S(2)) = (2,l)). 
4. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we first recall the definition of Whittaker vectors and Whittaker 
functions. Then we state our main results in terms of ‘radial part’. 
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4.1. Whittaker functions 
Choose a unitary character n of N. We use the same notation 77 to denote its 
derivative. Let Cqm(N\G) be a space of the C”-functions satisfying the relation: 
cb(ng) = n(n)&) (n E N, g E G). 
Right translation by Gmakes CT(N\G) a G-module, accordingly, it becomes a 
compatible (g, Q-module. 
Let (x, H,) be an irreducible admissible representation of G and let H,” be 
the (g,K)-submodule that consists of the K-finite vectors in H,. We call the 
elements of Hom(,, K)( Hz, Cqm(N\G)) the algebraic Whittaker vectors of 7r. 
We also call the image of a K-finite vector a Whittaker function of 7r. 
Let (7, V7) be an irreducible representation of K and (T*, v,*) be its contra- 
gredient representation. Assume that [7r 1~ : T’] = 1. Fix a K-injection 
1,. : VT* + HT. By composition, there is a canonical K-homomorphism 
r,. : Hoq,,K)(Hz, CT(N\G)) - Hom(V,*, CF(N\G)), 
defined by i,*(@?r) = @59 o L,* for a Whittaker vector QT. This is injective by 
virtue of the irreducibility of 7r. Let CqyT((N\G/K) be the space of VT-valued 
C”-functions satisfying the relation 
$(ngk) = n(n)7-‘(k)4(g) (n E N, g E G and k E K). 
The space HomK( r, CF(N\G)) is identified with C,OO,(N\G/K) through the 
identification map 4 H +& by the rule: 
(31) 4(v*)(g) = (v*, e%(g)) (v* E v*, g E G) 
where ( , ) is the pairing of V,* and VI,. In particular, we write @‘?r,T = 
(17.(@X))T E C;;(N\G/K). We also call @r,7 a Whittaker function or, more 
exactly, a Whittaker function of 7r with K-type r *. 
Now any element in Cr7(N\G/K) . 1s uniquely determined by its restriction to 
A. Therefore, forf E C;“,(N\G/K), we denote by Rad(f) = Rad,(f) = f 1~ E 
C”(A) the radial part off and, given an operator D on C,OO,(N\G/K), we de- 
fine the radial part of D, Rad(D) = Rad,(D) by 
Rad(D) Rad(f) = Rad(D(f )). 
Actually the differential equations for a Whittaker function shall mean those 
for its radial part. 
Additionally, we mention the well-known Kostant’s theorem for Whittaker 
models here. Since the character n satisfies n 1 ins n~ = 0,~ is uniquely determined 
by the value of E,, (a E A,,,). We write for simplicity, 
712 = J--1+2), rls = flv(&), r/6 = J-l+611 
E = v(&) + J-1?@6) = 4% + ~6, 
(32) t’ = n(ES) - fln(E6) = -&in5 - ~6, 
rlo = (5’ = -cv: + r/i), 
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where qj, (j = 2,5,6) are real numbers since n is unitary. We say q is non- 
degenerate if the vi’s (j = 2,5,6) are all non-zero. 
The group G = SU(2,2) is quasi-split, so we have, 
Theorem 4.1 ([3, Theorem 5.51). Let n = indF(a,,, @ ep+P). Assume that the 
unitary character 77 of N is nondegenerate. Then, 
dim@ Homtn.#& C,P”(N\G)) = I WI. 
Since the order of the Weyl group W is 8, we should find a holonomic system of 
partial differential equations of rank 8 according to Kostant’s theorem. 
4.2. Differential equations for Whittaker functions 
The next theorem describes the Whittaker functions of principal series repre- 
sentations with the l-dimensional K-types. 
Theorem 4.2. Let 7r = indg(cro,, @ e fi +p> be irreducible. Let r = ~[o,o; Us be an ir- 
reducible representation of K satisfying u z 1 - ~(-1) (mod 4). Choose a non- 
degenerate character q of N. Let QK, T E CvTT(N\G/K) be a Whittakerfunction qf 
?r with K-type r *. Then, for a = (a,,az) E A, I(a) = a13aF1@,,(a) satisjies the 
differential equations: 
where weput 8j = aj(a/aaj) for j = 1,2. 
In the case of the 2-dimensional K-types, we obtain, 
Theorem 4.3. Let Ini = 1, 7r = indF(a,,, @I e”+P) be irreducible and q be non- 
degenerate. Assume that the contragredient representation -r* of T = r[,.,:,] ap- 
pears in YT 1~ with multiplicity one. Let a5n,r E Cvy.(N\G/K) be the Whittaker 
function of r with K-type r+. For the standard basis { fkl} of V, and a = 
(al, a?) E Apt, 
(i) rfr = 0, s = 1) then boo, bol satisfy the equations: 
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I( p2 + (u - l)r/24 ~‘(~1/~2)(~1 + d2 + 724 - 1) 6b/a2)(& + a2 + 7724 + 1) Pl 1 
4 (n = 1, u E ~(-1) (mod 4)), 
4 (n = -1, u -_ --E(-1) (mod 4)). 
-X’(a1 /a2) 
Lo + (u + I)7724 
(ii) Zf I = 1, s = 0, then boo, blo satisfy the equations: 
Pl -r’(daz)(% + 32 - l?zu; + 1) 
-r(Q/a,)(al + a2 - 1724 + 1) p2 + (u - l)rl24 
pcl: (n = 1, u E -~(-1) (mod 4)), 
cl; (n = -1, u E ~(-1) (mod 4)). 
-X’(a1/a2) 
io + (2.4 - 1)7724 
Here we write, 
2 
P,=$+Tlo ; ) ( > ( > 
2 
P,=a:-7&4+710 ; ) 
( ) 
2 
a1 
Lo=d;+d;-?&;+2~o --& . 
Remark 4.4. As a matter of fact, the above differential equations are essentially 
the same as those in [4, Theorems (10.1) and (11.3)]. We recover those equations 
by putting 772, ~0, u in place of -~.TTc~, -47r2ci, 21, respectively. 
To see that the system of differential equations in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 be- 
comes holonomic, we must compute the corresponding characteristic variety. 
Put M be the characteristic variety in the cotangent bundle identified with C4. 
Let the coordinate of it be (ui, ~22, cl, (2). Then, using computer software ‘Kan’ 
([7]), which can compute a Grijbner basis of a given D-module, we find that 
(39) M = VI U L)2 U V3 U (zero section) 
where Vi = (~2 = 0, [I = 0}, UZ = {ui = 0, <z = 0) and V3 = {ui = 0, u2 = 0). 
Since dim M = 2, we conclude that the system above is holonomic. We also see 
from the Hilbert polynomial of the zero section that the rank of this system is 8 
(even if the character n is degenerate). 
Remark 4.5. Our calculation is valid without the assumption that ?r is irre- 
ducible. However, the injectivity of L,* fails. In this case we might consider 
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some subquotient representation of 7r whose K-types occur in 7r 1~ with multi- 
plicity one. 
5. RADIAL PART OF THE CASIMIR OPERATOR 
Let Z(gc) be the center of the universal enveloping algebra of the complex- 
ification of the Lie algebra g. We mainly have an interest in the Casimir op- 
erator, a generator of Z(gc); it will give one of the differential equations of 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. Thus we calculate the radial part of the Casimir operator 
and compute the infinitesimal character of the principal series representation. 
5.1. Radial part of the Casimir operator 
In this subsection, we calculate the radial part of the Casimir operator 0. 
By definition, the Casimir operator R is of the form Cj Xj’Xj, with a basis 
{q} of g and its dual basis {T}. Precisely, it is given by, 
(40) n=H:+H:+~Z~-~ ,_~ (Ej’Ej+fEjEi)+ ~ (Ej’~j+‘EjEj). 
J-1,2 j=3 
First, we rewrite 6’ in Z(gc) using the Poincare-Birkoff-Witt basis. Paying 
attention to [Ej, ‘Ej] = 4Hj, (j = 1,2), [Ej, ‘Ej] = HI + Hz, (j = 3,4) and 
[Ej, ‘Ej] = H1 - Hz, (j = 5,6), we get 
I 
0 = Hf + Hi - 6H1 - 2H2 + k Zi + C EjtEj + 2 5 Ej’Ej 
j=1.2 j=3 
(41) =H;+H;-6H,-2H2+;Z;+ C E;+25 E; 
j=1.2 j=3 
C Ej(Ej - ‘E’) - 2 5 Ej(Ej - ‘Ej). 
j=1,2 j=3 I - 
Now we determine the radial part of the Casimir operator. For notation we use 
the following symbols: 
aj$= (Hj.4) IA (j= 1,2), 
Lemma 5.1. Let 7- = T[,,,+ be an irreducible representation ofK. Put 
(43) 
4(a) = F 1.4(a) = C ck~(a)_hr, 
O<k<r,O<l<s 
&“)(a) = Rad7(0)4(a) = C @(a)&, 
Oik<r.O<lls 
for F E C,“P,(N\G/K). Then, 
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(44) 
t 4(r-k+ 1)s 
(‘I = 
4(s-l+l)S 
‘kl Lo + (u - 2k + 21 -I r - s)q2eZX2 -I ak,I 
-4(1+ 1)s’ 
-4(k + 1)s’ 
with, 
Lo = 8: + 13; - 6dl - 282 - ~/;a; + 8SS’, 
C&J = (2k - r + 21 - S)‘/2. 
Proof. Using the fact that El . F = E3 . F = E4 . F = 0 we see that 
H:t 
Furthermore, we know that 
ff; - 6H1- 2H2 +; 1; + c Ei’ + 2 5 E; F(a) = (Lo + Qk,,)C$(a). 
j=l,2 j=3 > 
E2 + ‘E2 = J-1(1,,, -h’ + h2), 
ES-‘E~=ek-elfe:-e!, 
E6 + ‘E6 = dT(e: + e! + et + e2 ). 
Therefore we get 
( 
-,g2E,(E, - ‘Ej) -2,e3 Ej(Ej - ‘Ej))F(a) 
, 
= c (E2. ckl(+!=(z2,2 -h’ + h2)fkl 
k,I 
+ 2Es . ckl(a)T(e: - e! + e: - e!)fk, 
+ 2E6 ckl(a)T(fi(e: + e! + e: + e!))fkl} 
= g {J_1?1(E2)a~Ck!(a)(u - 2k + r + 21- s)fkl 
+2rl(~~)(~i/~2)ckr(~)((r-k)fk+l,r-kfk-i,/+(~-~)fk,/+l-Ifk,/-l) 
+2~?7(E6)(al/az)ckl(a)((r-k)f k+lJ+kfk-I,/+@-l)fk,/+l+lfk,i-1)) 
=g{(u-2k+r+21- ) 3 r/2&k&) + (Ql/a2)(2(r - k + l&k- l,l(a) 
-2(k+~)~‘~k+l,l(~)+2(~-~+~)~~k.1-1(~)-2(~+~)~’~k,r+l(a))}fk~. 
This proves the lemma. q 
5.2. Infinitesimal character of a principal series representation 
We again rewrite the Casimir operator 0 in the following form: 
(45) ‘=H:+H:+~HI+~H~+~Z,~+ C ‘EiEj+2~ ‘EjEj. 
j=1,2 j=3 
According to [l, Proposition 8.221, the infinitesimal character X* of n = indg x 
(on,, @ efi+p) is 
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cn + p, (here we set a,(Zo) = n), 
considered as an element of (m + a): under the Harish-Chandra homo- 
morphism. Thus, for the Casimir operator R, one has, 
Concludingly, we have, 
Lemma 5.2. Let r = indF(g,,, @ efi+P) and 4 E H,. Then, 
(46) 7r(.n)q5= 4. 
6. RADIAL PART OF SHIFT OPERATORS 
Let (7, I$) be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of K and n be a 
unitary character of N. We introduce some important operators. Let {Xj},“= , 
be an orthonormal basis of p. We define the Schmid operator V by 
(47) V=V,,.:Cq~~(N\G/K) 3J’ - 5 q.F(.) BXjE Cqy7BAd(N\G/K). 
j=l 
It is independent of the choice of an orthonormal basis of n. Besides, V is 
K-equivariant. Les us choose as the orthogonal basis of p, 
jxij + xii, J-l(X, - qi)}iz1,2,j=3,4. 
We define the f-part of the Schmid operator, 
V’ : C,qC,(N\GIK) - C,~~,.A,+(N\GIK) 
V+F= c Xii . F(.) @ Xij 
(48) 
1 
i=1,2,j=3,4 
V-F= c Xij . F(.) @ Xjl, 
i=l,*.j=3.4 
for F E C,OO,(N\G/K). Th en we can check that (const.)V = V+ + V-. 
As explained in 63.7, I’, 8 pi decomposes into four irreducible components 
in general. Let (T’, P’+) be an irreducible component of 7 @ Ad+. Denoting the 
projector onto I+ by P’, the composition P’o V+ maps C,OO,(N\G/K) to 
CG, (N\GIK). S ince the space I+ @ p_ has an irreducible component iso- 
morphic to V,, we obtain an operator from CqTo,(N\G/K) to itself by iterating 
this procedure. This defines a differential equation for the radial part of the 
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Whittaker function with K-type 7*. We must select an irreducible component 
so that the differential equation derived is appropriate. 
First, we treat in 46.2 the case when dim7 = 1 and [7r 1~ : T*] = 1 for a given 
principal series representation 7r. In this case we consider T 8 Ad* @ Ad+ 
Then, in each contragredient representation of them, the unique l-dimensional 
irreducible consitutent occurs in 7r 1~ with multiplicity one. Define the opera- 
tors: 
DUP = PI’;‘-’ o v+ 
r@Ad+ “,+, 
Ddown = ji-3-j o v- 
I.1 s@Ad_ o ‘,. 
We call them the up-shift operator and the down-shift operator respectively. As 
a result, the composition Ddown o Dup will give one of the differential equations 
in Theorem 4.2. 
Next, we treat in $6.3 the case when dim 7 = 2 and [7r 1~ : T*] = 1. In this case, 
7 @Ad+ has the unique irreducible constituent, whose contragredient is a 
multiplicity-one K-type of 7r. So we can define the shift operators, 
E(+>f) = phr) o v+, 
E(*.r) = p&r) o v-. 
We call E(*YF) the (&, If)-up-shift operators and z (*,?I the (i, F)-down-shift 
operators respectively. For suitable choice off, the composition EC*,?) o EC’> *) 
will yield the differential equation. 
We shall see in $7 that these shift operators characterize Whittaker functions 
of 7r as their eigenfunctions through the calculation essentially done in 553.8 
and 3.9. 
6.1. Explicit calculation of the radial part of the Schmid operator 
In what follows, we use for notation: 
~54 = taj$, 
where we put 4 = F IA for a given F E C,qO,(N\G/K), and also keep the symbols 
al,&, S and S’ already defined in (42). 
The radial parts of the f-part of the Schmid operator V * are as follows. 
Proposition 6.1. Let F E C,q”,(N\G/K) and let c$ = F 1~. Then, 
Rad(V+)4 = (T @ Ad+)(H13) - 3 
> 
(4 CXJ x13) 
+ -9 (T@Ad+)(&) - 1 (48X24) 
> 
+ (s’ + (T @ Ad+)(&))(4 8 x23) 
+ (S - (7 @ Ad+)(e!))(4 @ X14), 
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Rad(V)$ = 
( 
G 
Lt +2 (7 @ Ad-)(Hts) - 3 
> 
(4 @ x31) 
+ L:+F 
( 
(T @ Ad-)(H24) - 1 
> 
(4 @ x42) 
+ (s - (T @ Ad-)(e!))(cb @ x32) 
+(S’+(r@Ad-)(e:))(&Z&,). 
Proof. By definition, we can calculate the actions of Ej’s given by 
eX2(‘oga)n(E2)$(a) (j=2), 
(Ei . F) (A(U) = ecXl -Xz)““sa)n(Ej)~(a) (j = 5,6), 
0 (otherwise). 
So, if we rewrite the Schmid operator (47) by using $2.3, we have, 
V+F = ; {(H, + aH,3) . F ~3 X,3 + (Es - J--rEe - 2e:) . F ~3 X23 
+ (ES + GE6 + 2e!) . F @ X14 
+ (-&iE2 + H2 + aH24) . F 8 x24} 
= L,+TH13). 
( 
F G3 x13 + (s’ - e:) . F ‘8 x23 
+(S+e!).F@Xl4+ 
> 
‘F@x24. 
Similarly, we get 
V-F= 
( 
L, -J=iH13 
2 > 
.F@X31+(S’-ei).F@X41 
+(S+eL).F@X32+ 
> 
.F@x42. 
Noting that X. F = --7(X)F for X E f, we get 
(T 8 Ad+)(Hts)(F 8 X13) = (-If13 + 2J-1)F c% x13, 
(T 18 Ad+)(e:)(F @ x23) = -e: F CC x23 + F @ x13, 
(T 8 Ad+)(e!)(F 8 X14) = -et . F 8 X14 - F 8 x13, 
(T @ Ad+)(Hzd)(F ‘8 x24) = (-H24 + 2J-1)F @ x24, 
(T @ Ad-)(H,s)(F @ X31) = (-H13 - N’7)J’@ x31, 
(T@Ad_)(e:)(F@&t) = -e:.F@X41 +F@X31, 
(T @ Ad_)(e!)(F @I x32) = -e’ F @ x32 - F @ x31, 
(T @$ Ad_)(Hzd)(F @ x42) = (-H24 - 2J--1)F @ x42. 
Our proposition follows using these relations. q 
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6.2. Radial part of shift operators (l-dimensional K-type case) 
In this subsection, we treat the case of T = indF(ae,, @ ep+P) admitting a l-di- 
mensional K-type TO = T[; o u1 with --u 3 1 - ~(-1) (mod 4). 
Define shift operators by the following: 
(49) 
(50) vdown = p(-.-) 1.1 ’ v,Ad_ Ov,. 
Now we calculate the radial parts of these operators. We write do = [O,O; u], 
di = [I, 1; u + 21, d2 = [0, 0; u + 41, d3 = [l , 1; u - 21, dq = [0, 0; u - 41. For given 
dj, we write simply q = rd,, j$’ =s,k”i’. 
Lemma 6.2. Put $~(a) = FO /~(a) = ~(~)(a)f~~)for FO E CqpPO (N\G/K) andput 
also 
42(a) = F2 IA(a) = Rad(P,(j.-) o V’)&(a) = c(2)(a)f$), 
b(a) = 4 IA(a) = RadW)&da) = C c$‘(a)f,‘;“, 
O<k.l<l 
b(a) = F4 IA(a) = Rad(P,(,%-) o V-)&(a) = c(4)(a)fof). 
Then the image of the shift operators can be described as follows: 
(51) 
i 
&‘(a) = S’c(O)(a), c:;‘(a) = (-L; - u/4)c(‘)(a), 
c,‘:‘(a) = (Ll + u/4)c(‘)(a), c,‘:‘(a) = -L%(O)(a), 
(52) 
1 
&‘(a) = S’c(O)(a), $(a) = (.Ll - u/4)c(‘)(a), 
c,‘:‘(a) = (-Lz + u/4)c(‘)(a), cl(:)(a) = --A(O)(a), 
(53) ( cC2)(a) = (-~Ccl + 2 - u/4)c$‘(a) + (L, + u/4)c/i)(a) + S’c,‘:‘(a) - Sc$‘(a), 
(54) c i 
‘4)(a) = (-Cl + 2 + u/4)c$(a) + (C: - u/4)cjf)(a) 
+ S’cl(f)(a) - St(3)(a) 00 . 
Proof. First we consider c$i’ and c.(T). Using Propositions 3.10, 6.1 and 
‘J 
Lemma 3.8. 
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71 (H13) - 3 L+(Eb(U) 8 X13) ) 
+ 
( 
Lc, - 9 Tl(H24) - l)L+(FO(U) 8 X24) 
+ (S’f71 (e:))L+(FO(a) 8x23) 
+ (S - n(eZ))L+(Fo(a) @ x14) 
= (C, +$7,(12,2 +h' -h2)- 3)c(O’(u)f,~) 
- (C, + $T](Z2,2 - h’ + h’) - l)c(0)(u)~J;) 
+ (S’ + ~1 (e:))~(~)(u)fobl’ - (S - 71 (el))c(‘)(a)fiy) 
= (& + u/4)c(O)(u)f,b’) - (L, + u/4)c@)(u)f$) 
+ S’c(O)(u)f,bl) - SC@)(U)~,jl). 
We get (51) by comparing the definition of ct’ with the last equation. In a sim- 
ilar manner, 
43(a) = (G +gl s(H13) - 3 L-(Fe(a)@ X31) ) 
+ L;+F 
( 
73(H24) - 1 L-(FO(a)@ x42) ) 
+ (S-T3(e!))L-(FO(a) @x32) 
+ (S'+~3(e:))~-(Fo(a) @x41) 
= (& +3(12,2 fh' -h*)- 3)c(“)(a)&i3) 
- (cl - +3&J - h’ + h2) - l)c’O’(a)f,f) 
- (S - q(e!))ccO)(u)fi~) + (S’ + q(e:))cfO’(u)f$ 
= (Cl - u/4)C(0)(u)fo(13) - (L; - u/4)c(O’(u)fi~) 
+ S’c(O)(u)f,C) - Sr(O)(u)fi~). 
The last equation implies (52). 
Next we consider e uations for c (‘1 and cc4). In such cases, K-equivariance of 
projectors P := P,'<" and p := r’,‘,,-’ 
osition 6.1, ’ 
makes our calculation easier. By Prop- 
42(u) = Rad(P 0 V+)&(a) 
= L,-F 
( 
72(ffl3)- 3 P(Fl(a) @ x13) ) 
+ 
( 
c, -9 72(H24)- +(8+@~24) 
+(S'+72(e:))P(Fl(U)~~23)+ (s -T2(e!))P(Fl(a) Bx14). 
By using Lemma 3.12 and from the fact that ~22( [I, I]) = 0, we have, 
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$2(a) = {- (fl - 3 + (U + 4)/4)&a) + (l; - 1 + (U +4)/4)c$)(a) 
+9$‘(Q) - Sc(“)(a)}f(2) 00 00 . 
This gives (53). Correspondingly, the calculation for $4 is as follows. 
$4(u) = Rad(P o V-)&(u) 
= L.9 ( 74(H,3) - 3 P(F3(a) @X31) ) 
74(H24) - 1 P(F3(a) 8 x42) ) 
+ (s - T4(e!))P(F3(a) 8 x32) + (s’ + 74(e:))P(F3(a) 8 x41) 
= (-cl + (u - 4)/4 + 3)c(3)(u)f(4) 10 
+ (L; - (u - 4)/4 - l)c::)(u);f) 
- Sc$(u)j$) + S’c(3)(u)f(4) 11 00 . 
This implies (54), hence the lemma is proved. q 
ProPosition 6.3. Let F E CF’,,(N\G/K) undput qb = F iA E C”(A). Then, 
(55) Radd,,(DuP)4 = 2{(Lt + n/4 - I)(& + n/4) - SS’}$, 
(56) Raddo(Ddown)$ = 2{(Cl - u/4 - I)(L; - u/4) - SS’}~. 
This is the direct consequence of Lemma 6.2. We can also check directly that 
they commute with the Casimir operator, namely: 
Proposition 6.4. Let F E Cv~&(N\G/K). Then, 
Radd,,(DUP) 0Radd,(R)4 = Radd,(Q) o Radd,,(D”P)@ 
Raddo(2)down) 0 Radd,,(fl)d = Radd,(R) o Raddo(2)down)$. 
6.3. Radial part of shift operators (2-dimensional K-type case) 
Now we calculate the radial part of the shift operators in the case when a given 
principal series representation rr has a 2-dimensional K-type with multiplicity 
one. 
Put do = [r, s; u], d *I = 
I 
r+ l,s- l,uf2], d 
') 
&2=[r-l,~+1;~&22].Weuse 
the same convention 5, fp4 for given dj as in the previous subsection. Define 
shift operators: 
&@.i) = p(i.G o V’, EC&f) = jj,i*?F) o V-, 
For $0 E CFTo(N\G/K), we write 
(57) 40(a) = O<k<g<,<S &%Y 
The contragredient representations of q (j = & 1, f2) appear in 7r IK with mul- 
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tiplicity one when [7r IK : T;] = 1. Put 4, = S(+‘-)&,, & = SC-.+)&,, 4_, := 
EC+,-)& and @-* = E’-,+)& Put also . , 
(58) &(a) = c c;;)(a)f(i) kl (j = fl &2) > ’ 
k.1 
Throughout this subsection we use the convention that undefined coefficients 
&‘( ) a are zero. Then the coefficients cj’ are described as follows: 
Lemma 6.5. Put VI = (-r + s + u)/4, u2 = (I - s + 24)/4. Then, 
(59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
t (1 - s)S 
(1) _ 
‘kl - 
-(I + l)(C, - 3v + 24 - (k - 1)/2) 
(I - s)(& + v2 - (k - Q/2) 
(2) _’ 
i 
(k - r)S 
‘kl - 
(r - k)(b + VI - (k - O/2 - 1) 
(k + I)(& + v2 - (k - I)/2 - 1) 
-(k + 1)s’ 
t (I- s)S 
C-1) _ 
‘kl - 
( 
(I + l)(L; - v2 + (k - 1)/2 - 1) 
(s - I)(_& - ~1 + (k - l)/2 - 1) 
-(I + 1)s’ 
f l (k - r)S 
i 
(0) 
‘k,l- I 
(0) 
‘kl 
(0) 
‘k+l,l-1 
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‘k+ l,l 
(0) 
‘k-l.1 
(0) 
ck~l,l+l 
(0) 
‘kl 
(0) 
‘k,l+ 1 
C-2) = 
‘kl 
(k - r)(Lc,’ - v2 + (k - 1)/Z) 
-(k + l)(Ll + 3~1 - u + (k - 1)/2) 
-(k + 1)s’ 
Proof. We write &[(a) := $‘(a). Using K-eqUiVarianCe of P(*sf), PC*,+) and 
the fact that [n, n] acts trivially on $j’s, Proposition 6.1 says that 
@j(a) =E (*'%0(a) = 2 PC*"' 0 o+(~!&)f;;') 
(63) + 
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’ $-j(a) = E (*I’S)&(a) = C P (*.+) 0 V-(ck,(a)fkjo)) 
for j = 1,2. We transform these equations case by case, by using Lemma 3.12. 
Case I: cj)‘. tie write fk, := fi:‘. By Equation (63), 
41 = g {-$% +&(12.2+h’ -h2) -3)ckl_ti+l,I-1 
+(I-s)(C,+~7,(12,2-h1+h2)-1)Cklfkl 
-1(S’+7l(e:))Ck~fk,I-l +(~-S)(S--l(eZ))Ckrfk+l,I} 
= 5 {-1(L,+(u+2+(2k-r+l)-(21~s-1))/4-3)ckIfk+,,/_l 
+(~-s)(&+(U+2-(2k-r-1)+(2~-s+1))/4-I)ck&, 
--s’cklfk,/-, -l(r+ 1 -k)Ckifk+,,/-I 
+ (I - s)scklfk+l,I - i(( - s)cklfk+l.I-1) 
= c {-l(L, +V] - (k-1)/2+r-s- l)ck/fk+,,_] -k?Ck,fk,,_, 
k.1 
+ (I -s)(c, + v2 - (k - 1)/2)ck/fkl + (I - s)Sckrfk+ 1.l) 
=z {-(l+l)(cl -3V +U- (k-Wck-,,,+, -(l+ l)‘hk,[+, 
+ (l-s)& + v2 - (k- l)/z)ck[ + (I-S)&k-],l}fx_[. 
This implies Equation (59). 
Case 11: CC2). We write fk, I= f (2) kl k, here. By Equation (63), 
$2 =; {(r-k)(C, +$72(12,2 +h' -h')- 3)Ck[fk[ 
+k(& +$72(12,2 -h'+h')- 1)&&],[+] 
-k(S'+72(e:))Cklfk-l.[+(k-r)(S-~2(e2))Ck,fk,[+l} 
= g {(r-k)(G + 4 - (k - 1)/z - 1 )ck/fkl - kS’Ck,fk- ,,I 
+k(L,+vz-(k-1)/2)Ck/fk-l,/+,+(k-r)Sck~fk,I+,} 
= 5 i(r - k)G + J’I - (k - /)/2 - l)ck/ - (k + l)S’ck+ ,,I 
+(~+~)(~~+~z-(k-~)/2-1)ck+l.~-]+(k-r)S~k,~-])fk~. 
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This shows Equation (60). 
Case III: c&l’. In this case, we set fk, :=j$‘). Then Equation (64) implies, 
4-l = g {(s - Wl - $1(12,2 + h’ - h2) - 3)Qrfkr 
t-V: -$7-1(12,2 -h’ +h2) - l)Ckl_fi+1,[-1 
+ (l-4(S-~-~(e!))ckdi+~., -I(S’+7-~(e~))ck~fk.~-~} 
= z {(s - 4(b - 4 + (k - 1)/Z - ~)Wfk/ + (I- ~)SCkr”h+,,~ 
+ Gc: - v2 + (k - 4/2)di+1,I-1 - wc/dfk,,- I> 
= 5 ((3 - 4(Cl - 4 + (k - 1)/2 - l)Ck/ + (I - S)SCk_i,/ 
+(~+1)(~:-~2+(~-~)/2-~)ck-,.,+,(~+l)S’Ck,l+l}fk,. 
Therefore Equation (61) follows. 
Case IV: cLr2). Set fk, :~fk(,-~), then Equation (64) shows, 
4-2 = z I(-k)(G - 3-2(12,2 + II’ - h2) - 3)C/dji-1,1+1 
+ (k - w: - +2(12,2 - h1 + h2) - l)c,z&, 
+ (k - r)(S - r__2(e!)) ckl k/+1 -k(S’+~-2(e:))cklfk-l,1} f 
= g ~(-~)(L:1-~1+(~-~)/2-~+~-1)ck/fk-,,,+I-kS’Ckffk-,,~ 
+ (k - W’ - u2 + (k - qmcdi/ + (k - r)SCklfk.[+,} 
= ; {-(k + l)(h+ 3 Q-u+(k--Z)/2)ck+1~r--+(k-r)Sck,1-1 
+ (k - r)(L; - ~2 + (k - 4/2)~/ - (k + l)S’ck+~,/}fk,. 
This implies Equation (62) and the lemma is proved. 0 
In particular, r[,,,;.] is 2-dimensional if and only if (r, s) = (0,l) or (1,O). So we 
rewrite Lemma 6.5 as follows: 
Corollary 6.6. 
(i) Letr = Oands = 1. Then, 
(65) 
-(CT + (24 - 1)/4) 
-S 
(ii) Let r = 1 and s = 0. Then, 
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(67) 
(68) 
We see from this corollary, that Equation (66) (resp. (68)) can be recovered 
from (65) (resp. (67)) with the following rule: 
(resp. (c$‘, cji’, cam’, c$, U) - (-cl:‘, -$‘, Cafe), cd,“, -u)). 
In addition, one can check the following directly: 
Proposition 6.7. Let Radd = Rad, be the radialpart. Then we have, 
Radd,(&(+.-)) o Radd,(R) = Radd, (Q) 0 Raddo(Z(+S-)), 
Radd,,(&(-$+)) o Radd,(O) = Radd,(Q) 0 Ra&,(f(-~+I), 
Radd,(E(+,-‘) o Radd,(R) = Radn_, (Q) 0 Ra&,(E(+,-I), 
Radd,(z(->+)) o Radd,,(O) = Radd_,(R) 0 Ra&,(E(-*+I). 
7. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
Throughout this section, we use for notation rj, .r,‘:‘, CL:’ for a given dj, as in the 
previous section. 
7.1. Proof of Theorem 4.2 
For do = [O,O; u], put @ = @5R,T0 = c,$,)f,~), We show Equation (33) firstly. 
Lemma 5.2 says that the Casimir operator acts on Whittaker vectors by a con- 
stant multiple. Putting r = 0, s = 0 in Lemma 5.1, we have 
(LO + u7j2ai)@ = (pf + pz - IO)@. 
The translation from @(a) to Z(a) = a;3a;‘c,$(a) yields (33). 
Next, we verify Equation (34). Put dl = [l, 1;~ + 21 and d2 = [O,O;u + 41. 
Write, 
Vf@= c &fk:I), VUP@ = cio fdo", 
O<kS 1.0511 I 
v- olF@ = 
O&lJ, ckGy). 
Considering (48), (17) and Lemma 3.12, we have the following equations: 
o+Qi = (X32 . cCO))f(') 00 00 - (xl2 .qg)fo(ll) + (X3, . c$',f,b" 
- (X41 . c(g))f,jl), 
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Concluding, we obtain, 
We know from Proposition 3.15 that the left-hand side of (70) has @ as an 
eigenfunction with eigenvalue (pi - (u/2) - 1)(p2 - (u/2) - l)(p, + (u/2) + 1) x 
(~2 +- (u/2) + 1). On the other hand, using Proposition 6.3, we have, 
I’ : = ~;~a;’ Radd, (ZF’) c:i’ 
=2{(L, +;+k) (L; +;+i) -Ss’}L 
a -3a;1 I Radd,, (Ddow” o D’“P) cd:) 
=z{(L, -;-;> (L+ -Ss’}F. 
Therefore the radial part of Ddown o D’P is, 
In conclusion, Equation (70) and the last equation imply Equation (34). q 
Remark 7.1. We also obtain these equations by the method used in [4, $101. See 
also [2]. (cf. [4, Remark (12.1)].) 
7.2. Proof of Theorem 4.3 
Assume InI = 1. Put d&i = [0, 1; *u], d g = [0, 1; &(u + 2)], d*3 = [l,O; *u] and 
du = [0, 1; %(u + 2)]. Then, [n IK : T;] = 1 if u = ne(-1) and [x 1~ : T;] = 1 if 
u 3 -ne( - 1). We identify 7-j with TV* through the map in Proposition 3.9. 
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Let QT be a Whittaker vector and let 43=,,, be a Whittaker function of T with 
K-type T;, (j = 1,. . . , 4). Namely, for any I.I* E VT;, 
(71) (~*r@n,&)) = @&+*))(g). 
By Corollary 3.7, we can take aL;j) in 
','i'(g) = Cfof"l@T,Tj(g)) =@A(LT-~(fO\-')))(g) =@T(a~~l')(g)' 
Similarly, 
co’{’ = (P&J;‘)), cJ{’ = -Qli(a&j)) for j = 1,4, 
&’ = @&Y&J), $1 = --QII(a&“) for j = 2,3. 
Since QT is in particular a g-homomorphism, one obtains the following equa- 
tions from Corollary 3.19: 
(73) 
(74) 
(75) 
where (S(l),S(2)) = (1,2), (resp. (S(l),S(2)) = (2,l)) if n = 1, (resp. n = -1). 
We actually have obtained shift operators, i.e., by Definition (48) and Lemma 
3.12, Equations (72) and (73) (resp. (74) and (75)) turn out to be, 
(76) g-2+) o&(+.-)@ K,7, = ((y)‘- (~))r,T,> 
(77) 
( 
resp, E (+, -) 0 8 (-, f)@ 71.T3 = ((F>‘- (qq)@,,.). 
Now, we take the radial part of the both sides of the above equations, which will 
finish this proof. Corollary 6.6 says that, from (76), 
( c2+- (Uf3)/4 ’ 
(78) 1 )( 
Lc,+ (u -1)/4 
x (i) ~;{~;~~!~;~](~;;j. 
S’ 
Cl + (2.d - 5)/4 ) 
By multiplying matrices in the left-hand side, we have, by Equation (78), 
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(79) 
+ 
( 
+(j& _(“+7)q(u-5)+~o(~)2)c~~) 
a2 
Keeping in sight of (69) we obtain the differential equations of Qns7, 
immediately from (79). Therefore, translating Equations (79) to those of bi!) := 
-3 -1 (j) 
al a2 ‘kl ’ we obtain Equations (35) and (37). 
Equations (36) and (38) are a direct consequence of the Casimir operator, 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 0 
Remark 7.2. Put Y- = r[,,s;U~ and r’ = 7[,,,;U+41. 
If r = 0 and s = 0, Vup@,, Tbecomes a Whittaker function of 7r with K-type 7’. 
This can be shown by seeing that Vup@,~ 7 satisfies the differential equations (33) 
and (34) with u + 4 in place of u. 
Similarly if r = 0 and s = 1 (resp. r = 1 and s = 0), E(+‘-)QP,,. (resp. 
E(-.+)QP,,,) satisfies the differential equations (37) and (38) with a suitable 
change of parameter. 
Remark 7.3. We also obtain another differential equation using the radial part 
of the operator E(-l+) o E(+‘-) . instead. Apparently this equation is dependent; 
in fact the operator & c-s+) o $+5-J + E(-,+) o &( +.-) differs from the Casimir 
operator only on constant terms. 
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